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Abstract
The solutions of Heisenberg equations and two-particles eigenvalue problems for non-
relativistic models of current-current fermion interaction and N; model are obtained
in the frameworks of dynamical mapping method. The equivalence of dierent types of
dynamical mapping is shown. The connection between renormalization procedure and
theory of selfadjoint extensions is elucidated.
1. General consideration
The main problem of QFT follows from the fact that any solutions of Heisenberg equations
(HE) are the operator distributions which products, always appearing in that equations, are
ill-dened.
(i@t − E(P)) Ψ(~x; t) = [Ψ(~x; t) ;HIfΨg] =? for HfΨg = H0fΨg+ HIfΨg (1)
So, the correct denition of eld equations (and Hamiltonian itself) implies some knowledge
about qualitative properties of its solutions which in their turn depend on the form of these
equations by a very singular manner. The usual way to go out from this closed circle is connected
with perturbation theory. It is based on the assumption that product of Heisenberg elds (HF)
may be dened as well as for the free ones and solution of HE may be obtained by perturbation
in the Fock space of renormalized free elds. However, it is impossible on such a way to work
with nonrenormalizable theory and to understand the origin of the bound states. We consider
another possibility which is based on the idea of dynamical mapping and reduce the product
of HF to the normal ordering for the product of the physical elds. It is originated from the
works of R.Haag [1], O.Greenberg [2], H.Umezawa [3], and L.D.Faddeev [4] M.I.Shirokov [5]
(see also [6]).
In this approach the problem of making a sense for formal expression of HF:
Ψ(~x; t) = eiH(t−t0) Ψ(~x; t0) e
−iH(t−t0) =) F t [Ψ(~x; t0)] ; (2)
for Hamiltonian given as a functional H = H [Ψ(~x; t)], is divided on two parts. The rst one
is the construction of the following operator realization of the initial elds Ψ(~x; t0) = Ψ[ ] via




, which, on the one hand, should be consistent with CCR
(CAR) ( = 1; 2)
fΨ(~x; t) ; Ψ(~y; t)g = 0 = f (~x; t) ;  (~y; t)g;
fΨ(~x; t) ; Ψ
y
(~y; t)g = 3(~x− ~y)  = f (~x; t) ;  
y
(~y; t)g;
fA(~k) ; A(~q)g = 0; fA(~k) ; A
y
(~q)g = 3(~k− ~q)  ; (3)




and on the other hand leads to unique stable vacuum j 0i and one-particle state j 1~k; i with
denite spectrum E(~k):
H j 0i = V w0 j 0i; A(~k) j 0i = 0; V is space volume; (4)
[H;Ay(
~k)] j 0i = E(k)Ay(~k) j 0i = E(k) j 1~k; i = (H − V w0) j 1~k; i: (5)
Moreover, let us suppose that for such operator realization the reduced (time- independent)
Hamiltonian for the denite moment t = t0 does not contain "fluctuation" terms [7] up to
fourth order and looks like :
H  HfAg = V w0 + H^fAg =: H fΨ [ [A]g := V w0 + H^0fAg+ H^IfAg;





































KP22 (~s;~r) = K
P
22(~r;~s);
The general consideration of the existence of the operator realizations of such kind is a subject
of our another work. They always exist for the Lee models considered below.
This work will be concentrated on the second part of the problem which is the construction
of the corresponding dynamical mapping (Haag expansion) F t [Ψ(~x; t0)] as a series of normal
ordered products of physical elds Ψ(~x; t0) or  (~x); A(~k):
eiH(t−t0)A(~k)e











~l + ~p)A(~k + ~p)A(~l)F
(1)
A (t;~p j~l;~k) + : : : (8)


































and the usage of these coecient functions for eigenvalue problem. The condition m = n in
the last eq.(9) means the absence of "fluctuation terms" (with m 6= n) in reduced Hamiltonian
(6), which commutes with particle number operator for that case.
From the expressions (7),(8) it’s follows that vacuum and one -particle states remain stable
for all t:
a(~k; t) j 0i =) A(~k) j 0i  0; j 1~k; i = a
y
(
~k; t) j 0i =) Ay(~k) j 0i;h
H; ay(~k; t)
i
j 0i = E(k)Ay(~k) j 0i; (10)
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what allows one to dene the normal ordering directly for HF and the normal ordered Hamil-
tonian (6) now correctly denes the nonlinear terms in reduced HE (1):
(i@t − E(P)) Ψ(~x; t) =
h














d3pay(~q; t) a(~p; t) e
it[E(k)+E(q)−E(p)−E(l)] 




























The case (9) means, moreover, the stability and absence of any polarization not only for vacuum












However, if fluctuation terms appear with min (m;n)  N0, then such reduction (14) is possible
only for N < N0.
There exist two essentially dierent choices for the initial moment t0 leading to corresponding
dierent choices of physical elds:
t0 ! −1, (Greenberg, Umezawa) t0 = 0, (Faddeev, Shirokov)
nonoperator initial condition operator initial condition
w lim
t!−1
hfin j Ψ(~x; t)−  in(~x; t) j iini = 0 s lim
t!0
Ψ(~x; t) = Ψ [ (~x:0)]
f in[Ain]g ! incomplete Fock space f [A]g ! complete Fock space
new elds Vin for every bound state no any new elds for bound states
H^
weak
= H^0fAing+ H^0fVing+ : : : H^ = H^0fAg+ H^IfAg
The second choice t0 = 0 is used here. It seems more economical, and both bound and scattering
eigenstates look equal in rights for that choice.
One can check by direct substitution that solutions of both scattering and bound state
two-particles eigenvalue problems
H^ j R(P ;~q)i = E2(P ; q) j R

(P ;~q)i; E2(P ; q)  E(
P
2




H^ j BPi = M2(P) j B
P
i; (15)




(~k1)    A
y
n(




1AAy1(~k1)    Ayn(~kn) j 0i; (16)
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in the following form:
j R(P ;~q)i =
Z






d3~ j R0(P ; ~)iB
P(~);








− ~q) j 0i; (17)
where corresponding wavefunctions satisfy to the usual Lippman-Schwinger equations:
Pq(~) = 3(~− ~q) +
1








M2(P)− E2(P ; )

Z
d3r BP(~r) 2KP22(~r; ~): (18)
In its turn, at m;n  3 for the rst coecient function of (8)
Y
(1)
A (t;~k;~q j ~p;~l)  3(~k + ~q− ~p−~l) F
(1)
A (t;~p− ~k j~l;~k) (19)


















































It contains all information about two-particle sector, directly determining the scattering wave
function for E2(P ; q)) E2(P ; q) i:













where the simply derived expression for scattering state was used:








dt e−it(E2(P ;q)−E2(P ;)i) ay(
P
2
+ ~; t) ay(
P
2
− ~; t) j 0i; (22)
which follows directly from (7) and denition of scattering state:













The dynamical mapping formulae (7),(8) give two forms of instantaneous Bethe-Salpeter
matrix element h0 j a(
P
2
+ ~; t) a(
P
2
− ~; t) j 2;Pi; leading to the following identities when





























which have a sense of o-shell extension of unitarity relation .
2. Four-fermion models
As a rst example let us consider the contact four-fermion model. Dening
x = (~x; t); t = x0; Px = −i~rx;  = −; (Ψ)(x) =  Ψ(x) Ψ(x);
S(Ψ)(x) = Ψ
y






























































~k~x)−iE(k)t a(~k; t); (28)















−i < ~kjeitE(P)V^(Ψ)(t; X;P)e
−itE(P)j~l >= −i eit[E(k)−E(l)] < ~kjV^(Ψ)(t; X;P)j~l >
= Q(a)(~k;~l; t) =
Z






















and for the following simple operator realizations via physical elds










(~x; 0); (+); E(k)) E
+(k)







−itE(P) (~x; 0); (30)
lead to above reduced Hamiltonian (6) HfAg =: H2fAg : (note, that H1(x) looks like normal







L+  (~r +~s)2
o


































Here E(k) is arbitrary "bare" one-particle spectrum and V  has a sense of the volume of
excitation.




















 + iE2(P ; )






















































 JP1 ()− 1
i2
− 2 JP0 ()J
P
2 ()− L J
P
0 ():














Setting IP()f:::g (q)  J
P
f:::g( − iE2(P ; q)); D
P()
f:::g (q) = D
P
f:::g( − iE2(P ; q)), from eq.(18) or
from (21) for the scattering eigenfunctions with xed spin J=0,1, dened in symmetrical basis
(j; j = 1; 2; 3 -usual Pauli matrices):
(; (j)) −! (; 
j






























; (J;m)Pq (~) = −
(J;m)
Pq (−~);




Pq (~) j R
0
(P ; ~)i;
















243(~− ~q) + (−1)J3(~+ ~q) + T (J)P (q;)
E2(P ; )− E2(P ; q) i0
35 ;
T (0)P (q; k) = C
P()
1 (q) + k
2 CP()2 (q) =




T (1)P (q; k) =




































sponding poles for E2(P ; q) i ) i )M
(J)
2 (P);
DP0 () = 0; 1− 2J
P
 () = 0; 1− 2J
P

















~k  ~C?;k3 (P)

;





; CP()2;3 (q)) 0: (41)
The obtained solutions directly satisfy to extended unitarity relation (24).
3. Case  = 0 and linearisation of HE


























It is clear that for  = 0 the HE for S(Ψ)(x) contains only kinetic term. Then the initial
conditions lead to the simple form of dynamical mapping for this operator:
S(Ψ)(~x; t)  e
iHt S(Ψ)(~x; 0) e
−iHt ) eiH0t S(Ψ)(~x; 0) e
−iH0t )
) eiH0t S( )(~x; 0) e
−iH0t  S( )(~x; t): (42)
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So, HE (29) become linear equation with respect to HF Ψ(~x; t):
(i@t − E(P)) Ψ(~x; t) = −

2
S(Ψ)(~x; t) Ψ(~x; t)) −

2
S( )(~x; t) Ψ(~x; t); (43)
and its solution gives the closed expression of HF in terms of the physical one:








S( )(~x; )− E(P)





d S( ) (~x + ~v(P); )
9=; (~x; 0); (44)
where ~v(P) = ~rpE(P) is corresponding group velocity. Dynamical mapping is given by normal
ordering of this formal solution. It seems dicult to obtain such kind of solution in terms of
in-elds.
4.N; model










d4z(x− y)(x− z)N y(x)N(x)y(y)(z)
)
; (45)
(x− y) = (x− y)(tx− ty); (r
2)eikx = m(k)eikx; w(r2)eikx = !(k)eikx:
fN(x); N y(y)g(tx − ty) = 4(x− y); [(x);












d4z(y − x)(y − z)N y(y)N(y)(z): (46)
All others (anti) commutators vanish. It is seen from this HE that as in the previous case (42)
the HE for the operator N y(x)N(x) contains only kinetic term:
i@t(N



































p )toy(q; t)o(p; t)n(l + q − p; t);









l+q−p)tny(q; t)n(p; t)o(l + q − p; t);
8
where Ep+qq = !(q) + m(p); and N0(x);0(x) are dened by the same identities (48) with
n(k; t)! N(k), o(k; t)! (k), one has, as above, the linear HE for operator o(k; t)





d3l KN (k; l; )o(l; ); (50)







)tN y(q)N(q + k − l);
with initial conditions o(k; 0) = (k); n(k; 0) = N(k) which has the similar formal solution
o(k; t) = (k) +
Z







where K^N () is integral operator with the kernel KN(k; l; ). Note, that for a given o(k; t) the
equation (49) for n(k; t) is also linear.












m(p)N y(p)N(p) + !(p) y(p)(p)
i
; H = H0 +HI ; (52)
as for the previous case, it’s possible to nd coecient functions of dynamical mapping and
two-particles bound and scattering eigenstates. The dynamical mapping up to third order now
reads :




d3kN y(q)N(p+ q − k)(k) 
F (t; q; p; p+ q − k; k) + : : :




d3ky(q)N(p+ q − k)(k) 
F (t; p; q; p+ q − k; k) + : : : ; (53)
where the rst coecient function may be found as:














( + iEl+qp ) [1 + I l+q()]






The familiar solutions of eq. (18) for bound and scattering eigenstates of Hamiltonian (52)
[3],[7] :
H j RfN(p− q)(q)gi = Epq j R
fN(p− q)(q)gi; H j BPi = M(P) j BPi;
j RfN(p− k)(k)gi =
Z
d3qRp;k (q)N
y(p− q)y(q) j 0i; (55)
9









k = [1 + I


















Bp (k)Bp(k) =j Zp j2 Jp(−iM(p)) = 1; (57)
satisfy to the orthogonality conditions:







 (q) = 3(p− p1) 3(k − k1); (58)
hBp1 j RfN(p− k)(k)gi = 3(p1 − p)
Z
d3qBp(q)Rp;k (q) = 0:
By denition, the S-matrix reads:
hNin(p− k)in(k) j S^
























This model was considered also by Umezawa, Matsumoto, Tachiki [3] in the framework of
dynamical mapping method using the "in" physical elds. The dynamical mapping for this
case looks like this:




















−M(l+k))tyin(k)Vin(l + k) + ::: ;
e−itE
p





k Rp;k+ (q) in(k)Nin(p− k) + : : : : (60)
Unfortunately, the second term in the last equation was omitted in [3]. With this correction,
one can compare their results with the our approach using the uniqueness of HF and making
the dynamical mapping onto the "in" eld by two steps:
n(k; t) = N t−1[Nin(k)] = N
t







One can see that obtained consistency conditions have the same form as above mentioned




















d3pRl+q;k (p)F (t; l; q; l+ q − p; p);
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and hold identically for solutions (54-57). Moreover, the scattering and bound states for this
two dierent approaches are connected correspondingly as:
hBp j= h0 j
Z







d3k Rp;k+ (q) in(k)Nin(p− k) + : : :

=
= h0 j Vin(p);
j RfN(p− k)(k)gi =
Z
d3qRp;k (q)N























3(l − k); (+)
Sp+(l; k) (−):
(63)
So, as expected, the bound state j Bpi, obtained by selfconsistency method of [3] with the help
of new bound state operator Vin(p) coinsides with the one obtained from direct solution of
eigenvalue problem in terms of constituent elds, and in their turn the scattering eigenstates
are nothing but two-particles in- and out- states from [3].
5. Divergencies and selfadjoint extensions
Now some remarks about divergency problem are needed. It’s absent for N; model due
to ~(p). However for four-fermion models with quadratic "bare" spectra E(k) the two-particle
eigenvalue problem (18) may be reduced in conguration space to the Schroedinger equation
with singular delta-like potential, considered in [8]. A simple cut-o procedure for integrals
(34) with forthcoming incorporation of cut-o parameter and "bare" coupling constant into
the binding energy M2(0) via subtraction procedure leads to the same answer where arbitrary
binding energy serves as a parameter of selfadjoint extension of free Hamiltonian (−r2x) in
two-particle sector [8].
The example of such dimensional transmutation of cut-o parameter and "bare" coupling
constant into the binding energy for 2D Schroedinger equation was given in [9]. So doing, we
obtain from (37), (38), (41), for Hamiltonian H1 (26) with E(k) = k2=2m + E0, 0 = m=2,
and M2(P) = P2=4m + 2E0 − b2=m the following renormalized eigenfunctions:
Pq(~k) = 3(~k− ~q)−
[22 (b iq)]−1






where the bound state equation (40) leads to transmutation condition:



























B(~x) = 0 3(~x)B(~x):
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So, the existence of selfadjoint extension of free Hamiltonian corresponding to such singular














+ : : :
!
: (65)
The case of Hamiltonian (27) becomes less trivial because it requires renormalization of mass












 (2g − E0);



















; < k2 >=
3
5
2; g = 2G(); (2mc)2 = 2(); E0 = 
2();






























+ : : : ; and the same forM(); (); γ(); G():
For G0; 0 6= 0 the niteness of the quantities follows:




























































Thus, the renormalization conditions imply that rst and second square brackets in (69) vanish.
As well as in the previous case, the bound state equation (40) for J=0 serves as a transmutation
condition and looks like :
DP0 (−iM2(P)) = (γ − 1)




+ γ < k2 > −P2 − (2− γ)b2
#
)












−P2 − (2− γ)b2

= 0;


















; ~() = ()−
P2
2
; b = z();
z() = z0 +
z1

+ : : : ; and the same for Y (); Γ(); (71)
12
it leads to cubic equation: z3− 3z2 − Y z+ (3Y −Γ) = 0. Now the niteness of b implies the
condition z0 = 0 which together with (68), (69) means that:






; M0 = −
0:3
G0













γ1 + 1; if in addition, (72)
















and if besides 1 = 0, then the "bare" spectrum becomes also unique.





0 (−iM2(P)) ; looks like : T
(0)
























(b2 + q2)− (b3  (iq)3)
i ;
and under the conditions (72) takes the form:





(Y1 + b iq)(b iq)
: (74)
Corresponding boundstate wave function with J=0 has the same form as for the previous case
(64). Note that for the last case the Galilean invariance which means independence on P of
both scattering and boundstate eigenfunctions is restored manifestly only due to the applied
renormalization procedure. For J=1 the T-matrix (39) becomes:











and for γ0 = 1 it tends to zero like −3 with  ! 1. So, there are no any scattering and
bound states with J=1 for such selfadjoint extension, dened by (68), (72).
To nd another extension let us apply the above described renormalization procedure to the
case J=1. The denominator of (75) with q ) ib1, b1 = y, gives the following transmutation
conditions: y3 − 3y2 −  (3=(2γ) − 1) = 0, y0 = 0, which mean that γ0 = 3=2. Then the
niteness of M0 leads to the requirements: G0 = G1 = 0 = 1 = 0 = 1 = 0. However, for
this case both T-matrices T (0)P (q; k); T
(1)
P (q; k) tend to zero like 
−1. So, such extension is
completely equivalent to the free Hamiltinian.
The authors are grateful to A.Andrianov and A.Kaloshin for constructive discussions.
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